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1775 East Cheyenne Mountain Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

719-567-8900

Chris MCCawley ~ shawn yanCey 

Welcome to the 2014 EAC Convention Sale. 

The sale will be held Saturday night, May 3rd  at 7:30 p.m., at the Doubletree Hotel                              
1775 East Cheyenne Mountain Blvd, Colorado Springs, CO 80906.   (719-576-8900).
Lot viewing will be held  at the Early American Coppers Club Convention May 1-3 on the bourse 
floor.

Mail bids should be directed to Chris’s address: P.O. Box 6400, Austin, TX 78762. Email bids can 
be directed to cmccawley@aol.com up through the day of the sale. Fax bids can be received at 
the hotel 
April 30 - May 2 at 719-576-4450.

This year’s sale was ably catalogued by Shawn Yancey. There are some great coins well worth 
your examination. Feel free to call Shawn (417-848-1090) or Chris (405-226-5072) to discuss 
any coin in the sale.

This is a private sale, you must be a member of EAC to bid-please read our terms of sale before 
bidding.
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Colonials

1. 1787 Connecticut M33.34-W.2 W-3845 
R5 Draped Bust Left F12.  Attractive medium tan 
brown with nice eye appeal.  F15 details with no 
major marks to speak of on the obverse.  The reverse 
has some faint scratches to the right of the sprig.

2. 1786 New Jersey M21-N W-4910 Wide 
Shield VG10.  F15 with dark brown surfaces that 
are evenly granular.  The highpoints are a contrasting 
lighter golden brown.  Some raised dark verdigris can 
be seen in the crevices on each side, strongest at the 
lower right reverse, but there are no major marks.  

3. 1795 Talbot Allum and Lee Cent Breen-
1035 W-8620 EF45.  Nearly choice for the assigned 
grade, with perfect frosty medium tan brown color, 
bold definition, and subdued mint luster showing 
through on each side.  A glass reveals some tiny tiny 
nicks on the obverse fields, but that’s being picky.  
Simply a beautiful example.

4. Undated (circa 1792-1794) Kentucky Cent 
Plain Edge Breen-1154 W-8800 VF-35. Choice 
glossy medium chocolate brown. Flawless surfaces 
and great eye appeal.  Thick planchet with plain 
edge.  Ex-Goldberg’s / McCawley & Grellman 
09/14/08:237.

5. Lot of 2 Washington Colonial Cents:  1783 
Washington Draped Bust No Buttons F12 and 
Undated Washington Double Head Cent VF20.  
The 1783 is Vlack 13-J / W-10300, with original 
medium brown color.  F15 details with some minor 
scratches, net F12.  The Double Head Cent is Breen-
1204 / W-11200, with original medium brown color 
and with a fine layer of dirt on the surfaces.  VF20+ 
net VF20 due to some minor contact marks including 
a dull scrape in front of the chin on the ONE CENT 
side.  Group lot of 2 coins.  

6. 1791 Washington Large Cent, Small Eagle 
with USoA Edge, Breen-1217, W-10630, F12.  A 
few points sharper with a few tiny rim bumps visible 
on each side, most noticeable on the upper left side 
of the reverse.  Original dark chocolate brown with 
bold details on both sides, and the surfaces retain a 
bit of gloss.

7. Lot of 2 Vermont Colonials: 1787 RR13 
G5 and 1788 RR20 G5.  A well matched-pair of 
Vermont colonials, each one with very dark brown 
(nearly black) color from moderate even granularity.  
Most likely these were ground recovery pieces.  The 
1787 RR13 has perhaps VF details, especially on the 
portrait side, but the reverse is much weaker with 
the date all but impossible to make out.  The 1788 
RR20 has just F12 details, but the date remains easily 
readable.  Group of lot 2 coins, each one grading net 
G5.
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8. Lot of 4 Liberia Tokens, All Different 
Varieties Dated 1833.  These are copper tokens the 
size of a US large cent.  Four different varieties are 
included here, including: CH1-R1 in VF; CH3-R6 in 
EF; CH5-R3 in VF; and CH6-R5 in AU.  All are nice 
copper with no major defects.  Lot of 4 tokens.

9. Donated Lot – “Bringing Heat to the 
Colonies” Hot Sauce!  All proceeds to EAC!

half Cents

10. 1794 C1a R3 Large Edge Letters F12.  
Removed from an NCS holder as XF Details 
Corroded.  The sharpness is VF20, but both sides 
are evenly rough from corrosion which has been 
smoothed down by tooling, and the tooling is visible 
on both sides with the aid of a glass.  Additionally, the 
coin has a glossy golden color that reveals a cleaning 
in the past.   Lots of problems, but looks a little better 
than it sounds.

11. 1794 C2a R2+ Small Edge Letters G4.  
Authenticated and graded by NGC as Fine Details, 
Corrosion.  EAC grade VG8 net G4 due to very dark 
brown surfaces that are evenly corroded and now 
have a granular appearance.  Despite the corrosion, 
all details remain visible on each side, including a 
very strong date.

12. 1794 C5a R4+ Small Edge Letters F12.  
Sharpness of VF20 but there are some tiny rim nicks 
on both sides, and the color is somewhat unnatural.  
The fields are dark chocolate brown mixed with 
maroon, while the highpoints are a much lighter 
golden brown.  The surfaces are smooth to the naked 
eye, but a glass reveals some very minor roughness, 
most noticeable at the top of the obverse.  The eye 
appeal remains positive despite the minor defects.  
M2.0, and the reverse is rotated 60° clockwise. 

13. 1795 C4 R3 Plain Edge Punctuated Date 
VF20.  Sharpness is VF30+ with medium glossy 
golden brown color underneath, with some maroon 
toning on the topside.  The details are very bold, with 
plenty of definition to the hair and with full bold 
rims on each side.  There are only a few scattered 
circulation marks, plus a glass reveals some faint 
hairlines on the reverse.  LDS M2.0 with pronounced 
bulge in the right obverse field and with HALF CENT 
barely visible on the reverse.
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14. 1795 C6a R2 Plain Edge No Pole VG7.  
Sharpness VG8+ with some minor contact marks 
including a tiny nick at the ear on the obverse and 
a rim nick on the reverse at K3.  Glossy medium 
brown color with mostly smooth surfaces.  Study this 
one closely, because it’s a way-cool example that has 
been struck over a 1794 TAL cent.  The top half of 
the 1794 date from the TAL is plainly visible to the 
southwest of the 1795 half cent date, plus there is 
even bolder undertype at the top of the reverse.  From 
the Heritage 1998 Portland ANA sale, lot #5217

15. 1795 C6a R2 Plain Edge No Pole F12.  
Sharpness VF20 but the coin has been cleaned long 
ago, with the resulting glossy surfaces showing 
rainbow hues on each side.  Additionally, there are 
some tiny contact marks and minor rim nicks, most 
visible on the obverse.  Struck noticeably off-center 
toward obverse K10.  All details including the date 
are fully visible, should look better as time passes.

16. 1797 C2 R3 Plain Ede Centered Head 
PR1.  Flipover Triple Strike Mint Error.  A smooth, 
well-worn example that has been struck at least three 
times.  On the obverse, you can see one ME above 
the head, plus a second, bolder AME near the rim at 
K2.  Also on the obverse side, the 97 in the date is 
plainly visible.  On the reverse side, there are two 
boldly visible bust tips.  Close examination may 
reveal more than three strikes, but the three that we 
are certain of are easy to tally up with the naked eye. 

17. 1797 C3a R3 Plain Edge Low Head AG3.  
Struck over Large Cent Mint Error.  The obverse 
is G5 with everything legible including bold date; 
the reverse is weaker.  Very dark chocolate brown 
with very minor roughness and with some hairline 
scratches on both sides.  Struck over a large cent with 
NE and NT boldly visible to the left of the curls on 
the obverse.

18. 1797 C3a R3 Plain Edge Low Head VF20.  
VF30 sharpness, with very dark, steel brown surfaces 
that are faintly granular under magnification.  There 
is a notable contact mark off the tip of the chin, plus a 
smaller dig beneath the L.  Struck slightly off-center 
toward obverse K7.  M2.0.  A very sharp example of 
a difficult variety.

19. 1800 C1 R2 Draped Bust VF35.  5-points 
sharper with some tiny contact marks on the obverse, 
including a tiny nick across the nose, another well-
hidden in the upper hair, and a dull scratch from the 
jaw crossing the neck to the top of the drapery.  The 
color is a soft chestnut brown, with very attractive 
eye appeal.  M4.0.
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20. 1802/03 C2 R3 Reverse of 1802 G5.  Struck 
over Spoiled Large Cent. A couple points sharper 
but covered with light roughness under a rather 
glossy chocolate brown patina. No verdigris, and 
the only notable marks are a pair of very light rim 
bruises behind the portrait and a few light scratches 
inside the wreath. The date and overdate are clear 
and the legends are complete except for weakness at 
AMERIC and inside the wreath. Struck on a spoiled 
large cent, and clear remnants of the off center 
large cent show on both sides. An arc of dentils 
with TES from STATES shows before the neck 
and the lower edge of the bust from the large cent 
is visible above RICA. An impressive example of 
this extremely rare type of mint error. MDS, Manley 
state 4.0, with obvious die rust on both sides. Weight 
76.1 grains. Ex-Stacks OTC-Roger S. Cohen, Jr., 
Superior 2/2/1992:109; Davy Collection; Goldberg’s 
/ McCawley & Grellman 09/04/11:191; CVM.

21. 1802/0 C2 R3 Reverse of 1802 F15+.  Some 
would call VF20 but recorded in the Noyes condition 
census as just F15, coin #88088.  Sharpness is VF25 
or better, and the color is an excellent, original glossy 
medium brown with nice eye appeal.  The deduction 
to the sharpness grade is due to a collection of nicks 
and scratches spread randomly across the obverse, 
plus some less offensive marks on the reverse.  
The overall eye appeal of the coin is very positive, 
especially considering that this variety is typically 
encountered on dark, defective planchets.  M2.0.
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22. 1803 C2 R4 Draped Bust VG10.  Grellman 
grading card as VF35 net VG10, granular.  Very sharp 
with light, even corrosion that has left the surfaces 
slightly rough.  Picture the finest grade of sandpaper, 
and you’ve got it.  The color is an indistinct mixture of 
chocolate brown and burnt orange from a recoloring.  
The latest die state recorded by Manley, 7.0, with a 
heavy reverse rim break above STAT on the reverse.

23. 1803 C3 R2 Draped Bust AU50.  Lot #121 
from the Roger S. Cohen sale of 02/02/92, where it 
was described as apparently mint state but sold as 
AU50 with “pristine surfaces.”  I did not see the coin 
in that sale, but the coin has the appearance of  having 
been cleaned, and there is a spot of dark toning on 
the reverse above the E in STATES.  The obverse 
also has some fine scratches, in front of the portrait.  
Plated in both editions of the Cohen books.  M3.0.

24. 1803 C4 R4 Draped Bust VF30.  
Authenticated and graded by ANACS as EF45 in an 
old, small white holder.  EAC grade VF35 net VF30 
for an old cleaning.  There is dirt in the devices on 
both sides, and the color suggests that the coin as 
lightly wiped to remove the crud from both sides.  
The color is somewhat mottled and very attractive 
now, but a glass reveals that it did leave behind 
some very minor hairlines behind the portrait on the 
obverse.  The reverse is rotated approximately 60° 
counter-clockwise.

25. 1804 C1 R3 Crosslet 4 Stems VF20.  
Grellman grading card as VF30 net VF20 due to a 
light burnishing and recoloring.  Now an attractive 
glossy steel brown.  The surfaces show no major 
marks to speak of, and the eye appeal remains decent.  
MDS Breen V / Manley 2.0.  Ex-Gary Ruttenberg 
08/19/95:38.

26. 1804 C1 R3 Crosslet 4 Stems VF30.  
Authenticated and graded by PCGS as EF40.  EAC 
grade VF35 net VF30 due to tiny contact marks on 
both sides, none significant but enough to reduce the 
grade by 5 points.  The color is a perfectly even dark 
brown with dusky surfaces that might liven up with a 
brushing.  EDS M1.0.
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27. 1804 C7 R4 Spiked Chin G5.  Authenticated 
and graded by NGC as G6BN.  EAC grade G5 with 
even medium steel brown color and fields that are 
average for the assigned grade with no significant 
marks to speak of.  Middle die state, M2.5, which 
Manley lists as “Extremely rare.”

28. 1804 C7 R4 Spiked Chin G6+.  An 
attractive, original example with sharp G6+ details 
and dark brown color.  A glass reveals some very 
light scratches on the obverse, but these are easy to 
overlook.  MDS M5.0 with a pronounced rim break 
cud on the reverse above OF-A.  

29. 1804 C8 R1 Crosslet 4 Stems EF40.  
Removed from a PCGS AU53 holder, and the label 
remains with the coin.  EAC grade EF45 net EF40 
due to some very fine hairlines on the obverse plus 
some minor contact marks. The color is a  medium 
golden brown with that look of a coin that has been 
recently brushed.  LDS Manley 6.0, with the retained 
cud above LIBE fully extending to the top corner of 
the R.

30. 1804 C13 R1 Plain 4 Stemless VF30.  
Expertly recolored with very natural looking color 
that is an attractive glossy medium tan brown.  The 
surfaces are glossy on the obverse and suggest a 
higher grade, but close examination of the wear on the 
portrait leads to a VF30 assessment.  The reverse is 
slightly sharper although more matte in appearance.  
Possibly lightly smoothed on the cheek and the hair 
behind the temple, but could also just be more heavily 
worn in that area.  Looks better than it might sound.
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31. 1804 C13 R1 Plain 4 Stemless MS60+.  
Authenticated and graded by PCGS as MS64BN.  
EAC grade MS63 net MS60 due to a couple of nicks 
on the obverse, including one left of the temple and 
another squarely on the cheek.  Attractive medium 
chestnut brown with a few subtle areas of dark 
chocolate brown toning, mostly on the obverse.  Both 
sides are overflowing with abundant mint luster.  
M2.0.

32. 1805 C1 R2- Small 5 Stemless AU55.  
Possibly Broadstruck.  Lustrous chocolate and steel. 
The surfaces are satiny and the eye appeal is consistent 
with a mint state example. The only marks are a tiny 
rim nick under the tip of the bust and another on the 
rim over the first S in STATES. MDS. The strike on 
this example is significantly different than usually 
seen as the rims are wide and flat giving this piece 
the look of a broadstruck mint error. This cataloger 
has seen similar strikes on a few 1805 and 1806 half 
cents, but the exact cause of the wide, flat rims is 
uncertain. What is certain is the great eye appeal of 
this example. The reverse is rotated 20 degrees CW. 
Ex-Bill Weber, McCawley & Grellman Auctions/
Superior 6/3/2002:2325-Chris McCawley FPL #71, 
9/10/02; Ray Rouse; Goldberg’s / McCawley & 
Grellman 09/14/08:68.
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33. 1805 C3 R4 Small 5 with Stems VG8.  Lot 
#38 from the “San Diego Sale” by Mid-American 
on 09/28/84, where it was described as VG10 
with smooth, glossy brown color.  I agree with the 
sharpness grade and the nice color, but there is a dull 
dent behind the hair ribbons that causes the reverse 
to bulge out slightly at NIT.  Very attractive with 
great color and no other significant defects to speak of.  
M2.0 with massive bulge in the right obverse field.

34. 1806 C1 R1 Small 6 Stemless EF45.  
Grellman grading card as 50 net 45 and “nicely 
recolored.”  Very attractive with glossy medium 
brown color with the appearance of underlying mint 
luster.  There is a notable mark on either side of 
LIBERTY, plus some additional tiny nicks on and 
before the throat.  Looks mostly original now.  EDS 
M1.0 with the reverse not rotated.

35. 1806 C2 R4 Small 6 with Stems EF40.  
Sharpness AU50 with glossy golden brown surfaces 
that show some olive green and iridescent blue 
undertones from an old cleaning.  The obverse also 
shows several light hairlines, some of which are 
visible to the naked eye.  MDS M2.0, and a very 
sharp example of a major Redbook variety.

36. 1806 C3 R6 Small 6 with Stems AG3.  This 
is by far the rarer of the two Small 6 with Stems 
varieties. Sharpness grade of at least F12, but the 
entire coin has been heavily corroded, leaving the 
surfaces very rough.  Fortunately, all of the details 
can still be made out, and the color remains a decent 
chocolate brown.  The date is easily readable, 
including the very high 6, and the attribution is made 
even easier thanks to the large rim break cud above 
ICA on the reverse.  
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37. 1806 C3 R6 Small 6 with Stems G5+.  The 
obverse is very slightly weaker while the reverse 
is a bit stronger. Close to Good-6 overall. Slightly 
glossy steel and light chocolate brown. No notable 
roughness, but there are several old, faint vertical 
scratches in the field before the portrait and some old 
hairline scratches on the reverse, mostly inside the 
wreath. All the scratches are so old they are worn away 
where they cross over the devices, and they blend into 
the natural toning. The date and legends are complete 
and strong except for the upper half of LIBERTY, 
which is flowing into the rim above. MDS, Manley 
state 2.0, with a die crack at CA but before the cud 
break occurs. Not in the condition census (the finest 
known grades Fine-15) but exceptional nice surfaces 
for this extremely rare variety.  Ex-Rick Leonard; Don 
Valenziano 1991-Wally Gilligan, Bowers & Merena 
5/27/94:112; Ray Rouse; Goldberg’s / McCawley & 
Grellman 09/14/08:76; CVM. - Bill Finley

38. 1806 C4 R1 Large 6 Stems EF40.  AU50 
sharpness, but recolored a glossy golden brown with 
bluish steel undertones.  There is obvious wear on 
top of the hair, plus a very faint scratch extending 
from the eye into the curls.  Faces up as a nice AU 
and would be a great candidate for an album coin.

39. 1808/7 C2 R3 Overdate VG7.  Sharpness 
of VG10 but there are some rough streaks on the 
obverse and the color is a very dark bluish steel 
brown.  Glossy surfaces suggest an old cleaning, as 
well.  The details are sharp on each side, including a 
very bold overdate feature.

40. 1808/7 C2 R3 Overdate VG8.  Grellman 
card as 10+/10 with micro roughness.  I agree with 
the sharpness grade, but net-grade the coin to VG8 
as the roughness is significant enough on each side 
to lower the grade.  Very dark brown color, with 
the micro roughness being even darker steel, and 
manifesting itself on both sides.  M2.0.

41. 1808/7 C2 R3 Overdate VG9.  Yes, I went 
there, it’s a VG9!  Not quite a VG10, but definitely a 
point better than the previous lot.  Sharpness at least 
F12, and with the nicest color of the three examples 
being offered in this sale.  Very, very minor roughness 
is visible with a glass, plus there is a hairline scratch 
in front of the neck that results in the net grade. 
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42. 1809 C1 R4 Normal Date G4.  Sharpness 
VG10 with black, evenly granular surfaces.  There 
are a pair of tiny yet significant nicks at the point of 
the coronet, plus another in the field at star 2.  The 
reverse is a grade higher and equal in terms dark 
color and planchet roughness.  All details remain 
strong, and the coin is easily attributable.  M1.0.

43. 1809 C1 R4 Normal Date G4.  Another 
example that ends up as net G4, but gets there by a 
completely different path.  This coin has original and 
attractive medium tan brown color, but has patches 
of light corrosion visible on both sides.  M2.0,  the 
reverse is rotated 10° CCW.

44. 1809 C2 R3 Normal Date F15.  A completely 
original and very attractive example that grades F15, 
and would probably grade VF at one of the grading 
services.  Nice color, surfaces, and eye appeal, 
certainly above average.  M-LDS, Manley 3.0 with 
the die crack through stars 2-6 faintly visible.

45. 1809 C2 R3 Normal Date VF25.  Sharpness 
at least 10 points higher, but the obverse has a 
collection of several tiny nicks and scratches, and 
the reverse has a notable spot of darker corrosion 
at top from K12-K1.  The underlying color is an 
attractive medium chocolate brown, and the surfaces 
are glossy aside from the rough spot on the reverse.  
EDS M1.0.

46. 1809 C6 R1 Normal Date G6.  Off-Center 
Mint Error.  A very smooth and original medium 
chocolate brown example with solid G6 details.  
Intrigued?  Well, it only gets better because this 
example is a dramatic mint error, being struck 20% 
off-center toward obverse K10.  As an added bonus, 
the reverse is also rotated clockwise approximately 
35°.  Ex-Jerry Kochel; Heritage 07/31/08, lot #979, 
where it was authenticated and graded by PCGS as 
G6.  The coin is now raw, and the PCGS label is no 
longer with the coin.
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47. 1810 C1 R1 Classic Head EF40.  Double 
Struck Off Center/Off Center Obverse Brockage 
Maker. Glossy dark chocolate brown. The surfaces are 
satiny and very attractive, virtually flawless. Double 
struck. One strike was centered on the planchet and 
the other was 35% off center to K-10.5 and rotated 
about 30 degrees CW relative to the first impression. 
The reverse was struck by the reverse die during 
the second strike leaving strong evidence of this 
impression on the left side. “CENT” from the second 
strike is visible at UNITE, the “H” from HALF is 
clear on the leaf under the D in UNITED, and many 
parts of the wreath are visible along the rim and 
dentils. The obverse was struck against an off center 
blank planchet rather than the die during the second 
strike, thereby creating an off center brockage on that 
planchet. Some of the usual swelling or puffiness 
associated with brockage making shows on the part 
of the obverse that was pressed against the blank 
planchet. A beautiful 1810 half cent in its own right; 
the mint error just adds to its appeal. LDS. Ex-Don 
Valenziano 04/05/92; Davy Collection; Goldberg’s / 
McCawley & Grellman 09/19/10:298; CVM.

48. 1811 C1 R4 Wide Date VG7.  Original 
medium brown color with sharp F12 details.  Net-
graded to VG7 due to some hairline scratches on the 
obverse plus a more significant scrape from the T in 
LIBERTY downward, and beginning again from the 
bust tip to the rim below.  The reverse also saw some 
action, as there is a dull scrape to the left of HALF 
CENT.  The naked eye appeal of the coin is very 
positive, and the good color and sharp details make it 
easy to forgive the lot damage.  A perfect coin for an 
album, which would all but hide the minor defects.  
EDS before any of the obverse rim break begins 
covering stars 1-4.

49. 1811 C1 R6 Wide Date 4-Star Break G5.  
Sharpness VG7 with very minor roughness over 
dark chocolate brown surfaces.  Additionally, there 
are some very minor obverse hairlines in front of 
the portrait and on the lower jaw.  The reverse is a 
little sharper, a little less rough, and also a little less 
marked.  Of a more redeeming nature is the cool late 
die state which features a strong obverse rim break 
cud that covers stars 1-4, the famous “4-Star Break.”  
1811 C1 is R4 overall but listed as R6 in this die 
state.
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50. 1811 C6 R6 Wide Date 4-Star Break 
VF20.  From the 02/17/01 Superior / McCawley & 
Grellman sale of the J.R. Frankenfield collection, 
lot #122, where Bob Grellman described the coin 
as “Sharpness EF40 but the obverse was burnished, 
apparently to remove a pit mark high on the neck.  
The only mark is a dull, light scratch close over the 
N in CENT.  Nicely recolored glossy dark chocolate 
brown and steel with a couple faint peeps of faded red 
on the reverse.  Terminal die state, Manley 5.0, with 
the massive cud break involving stars 1-4.  A sharp, 
attractive example in spite of the defects.”  Well said, 
Bob!  Ex-1986 GNA Sale; Mid-American Rare Coin 
Auctions 05/23/86:489; J.R. Frankenfield; Superior / 
McCawley & Grellman 02/17/01:122.

51. 1811 C2 R3 Close Date AG3.  A smooth, 
original example with attractive chocolate brown 
color and nice eye appeal.  The obverse is well-
worn, but the date is full and bold.  The reverse is 
stronger, and also exhibits some striking anomalies 
that include an apparent multiple-strike as well as 
a possible brockage-maker.  There is a clear set of 
incused arrows in the wreath to the left of HALF 
CENT, but it’s not obvious to me what the coin was 
struck against to result in that impression.  Definitely 
a coin that deserves close scrutiny, with a steak 
dinner to the one who can fully explain everything 
that’s going on with this one.

52. 1811 C2 R3 Close Date VF20+.  Sharpness 
at least VF30, but there are several tiny nicks and 
scrapes on both sides that demand a reduction to 
the sharpness grade.  Some of these include some 
tooling around LIB, plus a pair of dull nicks at the 
top back of the hair.  The reverse is less marked, 
and both sides possess perfectly even, attractive 
medium brown original color.  Not perfect, but the 
minor defects are easy to forgive considering the bold 
details and original color.

53. 1825 C2 R1 Classic Head VF35.  5-points 
sharper with glossy medium brown color.  A glass 
reveals only very minor signs of contact, including 
a shallow nick above and one below HALF on the 
reverse.  Medium brown on both sides. 
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54. 1826 C1 R1 Classic Head EF45.  Glossy light 
chestnut brown and well-struck with bold definition 
on both sides.  Minor contact only, certainly nothing 
that deserves mention here.  Probably AU in terms 
of wear, just no remaining mint luster to justify that 
EAC grade, so EF45 should please everybody.

55. 1826 C2 R3+ Classic Head VF35.  VF35+ 
with bold details everywhere except the hair above 
the eye, which exhibits enough wear that prevents 
me from calling this coin fully EF40.  Attractive 
medium chestnut brown color with nice eye appeal.  
The obverse is mostly mark-free, as is the reverse 
side from a dull nick above the A in HALF.  

56. 1826 C2 R3+ Classic Head AU50+.  
Gorgeous medium tan brown color and glossy, 
attractive surfaces.  No defects to speak of, and 
perfectly-centered with full bold denticles on both 
sides.  Well-struck EDS M1.0.  I don’t think anybody 
would argue if this one were graded AU55+, as the 
details and luster are certainly strong.

57. 1828 C1 R1 13 Stars Obverse AU50+.  
Lustrous light brown mottled with some tiny splashes 
of darker olive brown toning on the obverse.  There 
are a few tiny ticks on the bust and traces of an old 
fingerprint at the A in STATES.  A seemingly under-
rated variety, as C1 is typically seen less frequently 
than either C2 or C3.  LDS, Manley 3.0.  Ex-EAC 
2005 04/23/05:55; Butternut 08/06/06.

58. 1853 C1 R1 Braided Hair AU55.  Glossy 
medium brown with darker chocolate brown toning 
on the obverse.  No defects to speak of, aside from a 
tiny nick on the reverse rim above AM that resembles 
a “test cut.”  Very little signs of wear, and the surfaces 
are glossy and attractive.

59. 1855 C1 R1 Braided Hair AU50+.  
Authenticated and graded by ANACS as 
MS62BRN in a small, old white holder.  EAC 
sharpness grade of AU55.  A 5-point deduction 
for some nicks scattered above and below HALF on 
the reverse.  The color is a glossy peanut butter brown, 
with a spot of darker carbon toning on the jaw.
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60. 1855 C1 R1 Braided Hair MS63.  From 
the Weber collection, sold by Superior / McCawley 
& Grellman on 06/03/02 as lot #2405, where it was 
described as “MS63.  Red and Brown.  Light steel 
brown along the wide rims expands to dullish mint 
red color in the fields and on devices, about seventy 
percent coverage.  A small mark on the rim over star 
4; very choice fields.”  In the past 12 years since the 
Weber sale, the coin has now mellowed into an olive 
brown with very little trace of mint red, but with 
overflowing luster still pouring from both sides.

61. 1857 C1 R2 Braided Hair EF40.  At least 
5 points sharper with attractive medium tan brown 
color that is most likely not original.  Both sides are 
covered with tiny carbon spots, possibly fingerprint 
residue, and there are some tiny contacts marks on 
each side.  Glossy and attractive despite the minor 
defects.

62. Half Cent Collection, 32 Different Coins 
in Dansco 7098 album.  A nice partial set of half 
cents, most of which are problem-free and with nice 
eye appeal.  There are two liberty caps, including 
1795 C1 and 1797 C2; eight draped busts including 
1804 C11; 13 classic heads including 1809 C4 and 
1811 C2; an1837 Low-49 half cent token; and all 8 
of the braided hair dates from 1849-1857.  Housed 
in a deluxe Dansco album with slipcase.  A very nice 
collection that deserves careful consideration.

63. Donated Lot: Choice of Hot Sauce – “Half 
the Size, Twice the Heat” or “Chained Heat.”   
Winner gets one or both; underbidder gets remainder.  
Proceeds to EAC!

large Cents

64. 1793 S9 R2 Wreath Vine and Bars Edge 
G4.  Sharpness VG8 with all details visible including 
a full date.  The color is a brassy steel brown, and 
the coin is lightly pitted on both sides.  The pitting 
is somewhat evenly distributed, aside from a 
concentration in front of the face on the obverse and 
a deep pit on the O in ONE on the reverse.  The vine 
and bars edge device is plainly visible around the 
entire edge, and this example appears to be an EDS 
before the reverse die crack develops through ICA.
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67. 1793 S13 R4- Liberty Cap FR2.  The starting 
details are G5 or better, but the coin is moderately 
and thoroughly corroded, leaving the surfaces rough.  
Most of the details can be made out through the 
roughness, and the date is full and bold and easily 
readable.  LIBERTY and the position of the beads 
confirms the obverse die, and the reverse die can also 
easily be determined such that there is no doubt this 
is the S13 variety.  The edge lettering and leaf down 
are also plainly visible.  Definitely a Bark Bark but 
the full date is a huge plus.

68. Donated Lot – All Proceeds to EAC!  A lot 
of 4 EAC medals.  The first three are in the design of 
1793 Liberty cap large cents with beaded borders, but 
with dates that read 1968 instead of 1793.  Although 
these three are identical in design, they were issued 
to three different members: Charter Member #5; 
Member #101; and Member #278.  These are 
apparently struck in copper or bronze, and are large-
cent sized.  The fourth medal is apparently struck in 
silver in the size of a dollar.  The obverse features 
a draped bust design, with the date “FOUNDED 
1967.”    The reverse reads “EARLY AMERICAN 
COPPERS AWARD” around the periphery, with 
JULES REIVER at the center, and the date 1987 at 
bottom center.  Donated Lot of 4 EAC medals, with 
all proceeds to EAC.

65. 1793 S11a R4+ Wreath Vine and Bars Edge 
G5.  Very similar to the last lot, but the VG8+ details 
are a bit stronger and the pitting is not as heavy.  The 
pitting on the obverse is mainly concentrated in two 
areas, off the bust tip and directly behind the hair.  
The obverse also shows some fine hairlines, but the 
date is especially bold.  The reverse is very similar to 
the obverse, with the pitting being a bit lighter and 
also a bit more dispersed.  The vine and bars edge 
device is boldly visible.  The color is an attractive 
light tan brown, which combined with the full bold 
date, gives the coin a very decent look.

66. 1793 S12 R6 Liberty Cap FR2.  AG3 details 
with dark brown color and mostly smooth surfaces. 
On the obverse, LIBERTY is mostly visible and the 
date is readable with some effort.  The reverse is a 
bit weaker, but most of the peripheral legends can 
be discerned; the central reverse is worn completely 
smooth due to the buckling associated with this 
die pair.  Net FR2 due to some fairly strong rim 
bumps that plague both sides of the coin.  Overall an 
acceptable, low-grade example of a tough R6 1793 
Liberty Cap.
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69. 1794 S17a R5- Head of 1793 G4.  The 
sharpness is VG8+ on the obverse and F12 on the 
reverse, but the entire coin is very dark, and the 
evenly rough surfaces have been tooled to smooth 
them down.  The obverse suffered the greatest 
injustice, and the tooling is the most obvious there.  
However, the entire obverse design can still be made 
out, including the date.  The reverse is much stronger 
and also mostly unmolested.  Housed in a PCGS “VG 
Details – Damage or Tooling” holder, yet the portion 
of the edge device that remains visible appears to be 
quite strong.  Ex-Stacks 10/22/08 lot 45

70. 1794 S20b R5 Head of 1793 G5.  VG8 details 
with some definition to the hair and a bold date and 
LIBERTY.  The reverse is all there too, although 
fainter overall.  There are a couple of patches of 
minor roughness on the obverse, both behind the hair 
as well as in front of the neck around the pole.  The 
color is a matte chocolate brown and the edge device 
and leaf up are especially bold.

71. 1794 S22 R1 Head of 1794 F15.  VF30 
sharpness, but cleaned and recolored, and the end 
result leaves medium brown fields and brassy 
highpoints.  Additionally, both sides are lightly and 
evenly granular.  There are couple of pinpricks on 
the cap plus some scattered light rim defects, but for 
the most part, it’s the granularity and the brassy color 
that lead to the net grade.  E-MDS, Breen II.

72. Lot of 2 Coins: 1794 S30 R1 Head of 1794 
and 1795 S77 R3 Plain Edge.  Each coin is slightly 
sharper with defects.  The S30 is G4 net AG3 with 
dark brown color, minor surface roughness, and 
obverse scratches.  The S77 is G6 net AG3 due to 
even corrosion and with dark chocolate brown color.  
Both coins retain fully readable dates.

73. 1795 S35 R5 Head of 1794 VG8.  
Authenticated and graded by PCGS as VF Details, 
Env. Damage.  Recorded in the Noyes Numistudy 
condition census as #60424, VF25 net VG8 and 
CC17.  The sharpness is easily VF, but both sides 
are lightly corroded, and there is a sharp dent to the 
left of the fraction on the reverse.  The color remains 
a nice chocolate brown, and the overall eye appeal 
is still decent despite the minor roughness.  Ex-Tom 
Reynolds 2007; Don Poole 08/01/08; Colonel Steven 
K. Ellsworth.

74. 1794 S38 R5 Head of 1794 VG8.  
Authenticated and graded by PCGS as VF Details, 
Env. Damage.  EAC grade F15 with some scattered 
areas of black verdigris, and with a notable rim bump 
on each side.  A glass reveals some light hairlines on 
the obverse, plus a tiny dig in front of the forehead.  
The reverse is slightly sharper and more attractive 
than the obverse, and overall the coin still has decent 
eye appeal.  Ex-Steve chapman 06/01/07; Chuck 
Furjanic; Colonel Steven K. Ellsworth.
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75. 1794 S45 R5+ Head of 1794 VG10.  A couple 
points sharper but the obverse suffers from numerous 
thin, shallow planchet fissures that are mint made 
but still provide a distraction. The reverse is mostly 
smooth but does have a few small planchet chips 
on the rims and another under the T in UNITED. 
No verdigris or evidence of planchet slag. Glossy 
chocolate brown. The date and legends are complete 
and clear. EDS, Breen state I, without the die crack 
at IC in AMERICA.  Ex-Tom McAfee (Winter Park, 
Florida) 5/77-John D. Wright 1/18/06-Bob Grellman 
& Chris McCawley 4/3/06; Daniel W. Holmes Jr.; 
Goldberg’s / McCawley & Grellman 09/07/09:73.
CVM-Mark Cadden

76. 1794 S47 R4 Head of 1794 VG8.  Sharpness 
at least F15, but both sides exhibit minor pitting, and 
the entire coin has been smoothed to minimize the 
effects of the pitting.  The smoothing is most visible 
on the obverse, less so on the reverse.  The color is a 
dark steel brown with salmon on the highpoints of the 
obverse.  Both sides retain full definition, including 
bold rims.

77. 1794 S49 R2 Head of 1794 F15.  Sharpness 
VF25, even stronger on the obverse, but both sides 
are matte chocolate brown and evenly microgranular.  
Additionally, there is tiny obverse rim nick at K8, 
plus a stronger one on the reverse above ED.  The 
fields are mostly clean with no other defects to speak 
of.  LDS with a strong obverse die crack behind the 
E and extending downward into the hair.

78. 1794 S55 R2 Head of 1794 VG8.  The 
sharpness is very close to VF20, but both sides are 
covered with myriad nicks, cuts, and pinpricks, 
heaviest on the obverse.  Additionally, RTY from 
LIBERTY is missing, most likely from being tooled 
away.  The color is a glossy light tan brown, and the 
eye appeal is decent thanks to that color.  The date 
is easily readable, and the reverse is definitely the 
better side here.

79. 1794 S56 R3 Head of 1794 VG10+.  The 
so-called “Office Boy Reverse.”  F15 in terms of 
sharpness, with very minor defects that reduce the net 
grade to VG10+.  These include a pair of scratches in 
front of the nose and a nick on the jaw on the obverse, 
and some minor planchet voids and some small rim 
bumps on the reverse.  The color is an even chocolate 
brown, and the surfaces retain a good bit of gloss.  
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80. 1794 S57 R1 Head of 1794 VG10.  Original 
medium brown with nice eye appeal.  F15 sharpness, 
but with a half-dozen tiny nicks on the top half of the 
obverse, plus a significant rim bump below the cap.  
The reverse is equally sharp and attractive, but has its 
own significant rim bump at K10.  Not perfect, but 
with a very original, very pleasing look.

81. 1794 S58 R3 Head of 1794 G4.  Choice 
glossy tan brown color, possibly cleaned but who 
cares!  The details are G6 or better, but the coin is 
very unevenly struck with weakness at the top of 
the obverse and bottom of the reverse.  The obverse 
has some typical tiny contact marks, but the reverse 
shows a notable rim dent above AT plus a shallow 
scratch beneath OF.  Not perfect, but the wonderful 
color covers a multitude of sins (so does GRACE!).

82. 1794 S61 R4 Head of 1794 G6.  F12 
sharpness but the coin is lightly and evenly rough, 
and it also has a somewhat “blurry” appearance from 
being lightly smoothed.  The color is an attractive 
peanut butter tan brown, with areas of fine black 
topside pitting mixed into both sides.  Probably looks 
better than it sounds.  Removed from a SEGS holder 
as “VF-20 Light Uniform Corrosion.”  Ex-Colonel 
Steven K. Ellsworth.

83. 1794 S63 R2 Head of 1794 G5.  Altered Date 
“1793.”  VG8 sharpness, but the obverse has been 
altered, with LIBERTY being strengthened and the 
date altered to read “1793.”  Glossy chocolate brown 
color, with light pitting on both sides and some faint 
scratches and rim bumps on the reverse.  The work 
is neither crude nor skillful, and this coin won’t fool 
anybody, but it sure does make for an interesting 
conversation piece.

84. 1794 S64 R5- Head of 1794 with Missing 
Fraction Bar F15.  The sharpness is impressive, at 
least VF30, but the coin is dark and glossy from a 
thick recoloring, and both sides show even roughness.  
The roughness is worse on the obverse, especially on 
the left side, and the right side shows a collection 
of fine scratches.  The reverse side is better, a little 
less rough and without the scratches, and that’s a 
good thing because this is the “Missing Fraction 
Bar” variety.  On this example, the fraction is plainly 
visible, as is the late die state crack through the D 
in UNITED.  This variety is notoriously difficult to 
find nice, and the visible fraction on this example is 
a huge plus.
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85. 1794 S70 R2 Head of 1794 F15.  VF25 with 
even dark chocolate brown color.  Both sides show 
minor roughness, and the obverse has been lightly 
smoothed to minimize that roughness.  A few tiny 
contact marks are visible on the obverse, plus there 
are a couple of plainly visible rim bumps on the 
reverse at S-OF.  Struck from a mis-aligned obverse 
die creating a bold raised rim of thick denticles on the 
right and absolutely no denticles on the left.  Late die 
state with a heavy obverse die crack through TY and 
extending downward across nearly the entire cheek.

86. 1795 S74 R4- Lettered Edge G4.  G6 
sharpness, but the rims have been crimped at K4 
obverse / K2 reverse.  The color is a matte medium 
brown, with slightly lighter highpoints.  The crimp 
marks are significant, but there are no other major 
defects, and the overall eye appeal is that of an 
original, attractive example.  The edge lettering is fully 
visible, parts of it are now significantly worn.

87. 1795 S75 R3 Lettered Edge AG3.  Original 
dark chocolate brown with minor defects, none out 
of line for the grade so I am taking no deductions 
here.  The obverse shows a tiny rim nick at K8, plus 
a tiny void at the bust tip that reveals some orange 
coloration underneath.  The reverse is mostly smooth 
and a bit weaker as typically found, plus there are 
some very minor hairlines to be found there.  Out of 
line for an AG3, the edge lettering remains visible.

88. 1795 S75 R3 Lettered Edge G6.  Easily F12 
in terms of sharpness, but both sides exhibit overall 
minor roughness as well as a half-dozen spots of very 
significant pitting.  The obverse is slightly worse than 
the reverse, but all details remain easily visible on 
both sides.  The color is a glossy dark brown, and the 
edge lettering is very bold.  

89. 1795 S76a R5 Lettered Edge F15+.  The 
details are VF25 or better, and the coin presents an 
attractive mixture of reddish brown with some darker 
steel toning behind the hair, thanks to an expert 
recoloring.  The obverse shows mostly insignificant 
signs of contact, although a scrape between the 79 
in the date requires specific mention.  The reverse 
is even nicer than the obverse, with perfectly even 
reddish brown color and a fine layer of oxidation 
on top of surfaces that reveal no other significant 
defects.  Unidentified in the Noyes census, but my 
F15 assessment should place it tied for CC6-8 for 
this tough variety.


